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Abstract
The Mayer-Vietoris sequence in cohomology has an obvious Eckmann-Hilton dual that
characterizes the homotopy of a pullback, but the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence has
no dual that characterizes the homotopy of a pushout. The main obstacle is the lack of an
Eckmann-Hilton dual to the Kiinneth theorem with which to understand the homotopy of
a coproduct.

This difficulty disappears when working rationally, and we dualize Rector's construction
of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence to produce a spectral sequence converging to the
homotopy of a pushout. We use Gr6bner-Shirshov bases, an analogue of Gr6bner bases
for free Lie algebras, to compute directly the E2 term for pushouts of wedges of spheres. In
particular, for a cofiber sequence A --- X --+ C where A and X are wedges of spheres, we use
this calculations to generalize a result of Anick by giving necessary and sufficient conditions
for the map X -* C to be surjective in rational homotopy. More importantly, we are able
to avoid the use of differential graded algebra and minimal models, and instead approach
simple but open problems in rational homotopy theory using a simplicial perspective and the
combinatorial properties of Gr6bner-Shirshov bases.
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Chapter I

Introduction

While the Mayer-Vietoris sequence in cohomology has an Eckmann-Hilton dual in the ho-

motopical Mayer-Vietoris sequence [EH64, DR8o], the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence,
which characterizes the cohomology of a pullback, appears to have no dual describing the

homotopy of a pushout. Creating a usable "homotopical EMSS" is difficult because there

is no Eckmann-Hilton dual to the Kiinneth theorem with which to compute the homo-

topy of a wedge-we have only the Hilton-Milnor theorem [Hil55] and the Stover spectral

sequence [Sto9o]. It is hard then, for example, to relate the homotopy of a space X, the

homotopy class [f] of a map f E 7TnX, and the homotopy of X Uf en+l to each other.

Ignoring those difficulties temporarily, our starting point is a homotopy spectral sequence

that given a cellular simplicial space or Reedy cofibrant simplicial space D, converges to

r,* IDI with El = rCD and E2 = r*, 7rD. In order to be able to compute the E2 term

directly, we need the homotopy of the levelwise spaces and face maps of D to be tractable.

Furthermore, we want D to be non-constant and have interesting geometric realization.

Given a pushout square

A --- X (I.))

Y C.......... C

we construct a simplicial space D with geometric realization homeomorphic to

IDI - XUAx{0} (A x I) UAx{1} Y

by taking the Eckmann-Hilton dual of Rector's geometric cobar construction [Rec70o]. Ap-

plying the above spectral sequence, we get a homotopical EMSS that converges to the ho-

motopy of a pushout.



Levelwise, D is a coproduct of copies of A, X, and Y, and the face maps are that are
sums of f, g, and fold maps, so computing E2 = r,*7rcD is hard. In the integral case, the
Hilton-Milnor theorem helps us write down (though not explicitly) El when A, X, and
Y are all wedges of spheres, but computing E2 directly is not possible as the Hilton-Milnor
decomposition is not functorial. Furthermore, we do not understand in homotopy any non-
trivial fold map. The only solution is to work rationally, and the homotopy of fold maps and
coproducts becomes simple in this setting. The computation of tr, 7n, D becomes a problem
in Lie algebras, and one key property of this construction is that the resulting simplicial space
is smaller than the one coming from the more general homotopy colimit construction.

There is already a very effective perspective on rational homotopy theory. Quillen showed
in [Qui69] that rationalization discards enough information that there is an equivalence be-
tween, among other things, the rational homotopy category of simply-connected spaces, and
the homotopy category of 0-connected differential graded Lie algebras over Q. The study of
rational homotopy theory has since been heavily based on the theory of differential-graded
algebra and minimal models [BG76, BL77]. However, a simple problem in rational homo-
topy theory with a simple equivalent in the language of minimal models is often still difficult
to answer. In fact, despite the power of Quillen's "differential-graded" algebraization, many
simple problems in rational homotopy theory remain open [FHToI, §39].

So the EMSS is a way to avoid differential-graded algebra and minimal models, and is
instead a simplicial perspective on simple but difficult open problems in rational homotopy
theory. One question to consider is:

I. Let f : A -- X be a map between simply-connected wedges of spheres, and C a
two-cone be its cofiber. When is f an inert map, that is, the map X --+ C a surjection
in homotopy?

For example, [11, 12] : S3 -+ S2 V S2 has cofiber S2 x S2 and is inert, while [t, t] : S3 --
S2 has cofiber CP2 and is not. And while there are many characterizations of inert cell
attachments, the only explicit result-that is, given explicit attaching maps, is the attachment
inert?-is a partial one due to Anick in [Ani82, Theorem 3.2]. We answer this question
completely for two-cones in Corollary 4.42. We also extend Anick's result to pushouts of
wedges of spheres in Theorem 4.21.

By Theorem 4.33, there is an explicit dgL model for C with n generators, where n
is the number of spheres in X V A. And yet, perhaps surprisingly, the question is non-
trivial. Indeed, understanding the homology of a dgL beyond doing brute force calculation
is hard, even when the underlying graded Lie algebra is free. While the naive algorithm for
computing homology of dgLs is very simple-a dgL is just a chain complex-the behavior



of the differential can be hard to analyze. We usually have the value of the differential on

generators, and have to extend the differential inductively, and the derivation property implies

that the differential on a monomial can have many terms. Lie algebras are also in general hard

to work with, because the Jacobi identity implies that no basis is closed under the Lie bracket.

The intractability of dgLs is reflected in the large number of open questions in rational

homotopy theory that are easy to state. For example, for every N > 0 and finite simply-

connected CW complex X with dim X < N, is there a finite rationally elliptic CW complex

Y such that X is the N-skeleton of Y? Or, if X is a rationally hyperbolic finite simply

connected CW complex, does Lx contain a free Lie algebra on two generators?

We can use Quillen's correspondence between dgLs and simplicial Lie algebras, because

Lie algebra face maps might be easier to deal with, and calculate the homotopy of simplicial

Lie algebras and not the homology of dgLs. However, directly computing the homotopy

of these simplicial Lie algebras appears to be just as hard. One reason is that the Dold-Kan

construction creates extremely large simplicial vector spaces, since given an element of degree

d, there will be a copy of d in simplicial dimension n for every surjective map [n] -- [d].

The dgL models of two-cones are bigraded, and we establish a graded version of Quillen's

correspondence between differential bigraded Lie algebras and simplicial graded Lie algebras.

This graded setup places generators in degree o and I, with an additional internal grading.

Since there are only n surjective maps [n] --+ [1], the Dold-Kan correspondence produces

a smaller and more manageable simplicial vector space, making the use of Gr6bner-Shirshov

bases easier. In fact, that D is smaller than the simplicial construction of hocolim is extremely

helpful.

All we do, then, is analyze the simplicial graded Lie algebra (El, di)-which is levelwise

free-using Gr6bner-Shirshov methods. For A and X wedges of spheres and Y a point, we

show in Theorem 4.34 that the simplicial graded Lie algebra corresponding to the dgL model

of C is exactly the El term of the EMSS, and so the spectral sequence collapses at E2 . This

result is unfortunately limited to two-cones, because the dgL model of a three-cone may not

have a non-trivial bigrading.

In the case of two-cones, the failure of a cell attachment to be inert is measured by the
failure of the kernels of the face maps d, : -Dn --- n_1 to be orthogonal, as described
in Theorem 4.15. By Corollary 4.35, this is the case if and only if cell attachment is inert.
Intuitively, we show that these kernels are orthogonal if and only if the attaching maps are
"sufficiently unrelated," while Anick's result states that cell attachment is inert if attaching
maps are "completely unrelated." In Example 4.26, we show that for x, y, z the fundamental



classes of three spheres Sa, Sb, Sc of odd dimension, the attaching maps

{ [x, [x,y]] + [x, [xz]], [[xy],y] + [[x,z],z] }
to the wedge Sa V Sb V S c is an inert cell attachment, despite the attaching maps not meeting

Anick's criteria of being combinatorially free.

There is a rational dual to the Serre spectral sequence for a cofiber sequence A --

X -- C, with E2 = rc,A I rc C converging to 7r, X. Since we are interested in the

homotopy of a two-cone, we use the Barratt-Puppe construction to get the cofiber sequence

X -+ C ---+ A where A and X are wedges of spheres and C = X Uf A a two-cone.

Computing the E' term of this spectral sequence mounts to computing the homology of

the dgL model for X Uf A, which we are deliberately avoiding.

We have seen that the two-cone C has a simple dgL model. But the colimit of the

pushout diagram in Equation I.1 may not, even when A, X, and Y are wedges of spheres,

because cofibrant replacement in the category of dgLs is unwieldy. This makes using models

ineffective for following question:

2. When is the map 7r,XH 7r Y -+ 7r C surjective?

We give a sufficient condition in Theorem 4.21.

As simple as rational homotopy can be, we have to be careful not to set our sights too high.

The combinatorics of models is complex enough to have the following negative complexity

result, though it is not known whether the corresponding decision problem is NP-hard:

Theorem ([Ani89, Theorem 5.6]). Let C be the set of finite two-cones with cells in dimensions 2

and 4. Then the counting problem r : N x C - N, defined by (n, X) -* dim 7rn(X; Q), is
ýP-hard.

This limitation is reflected in the fact that our results are somehow bounded by the

computational complexity of Gr6bner-Shirshov bases, as opposed to overcoming them. We

see that any attempt to describe ranks of homotopy groups in terms of the dgL model is

as hard as figuring out, for example, how many sublists of a list of integers sum to zero. If

Anick's negative result can be extended to hold for inert two-cones, then we can conclude

that counting the number of elements in a Gr6bner-Shirshov basis is again NP-hard.



Chapter 2

The Eilenberg-Moore spectral

sequence

2.1 The spectral sequence

We can attempt to understand the homotopy of the geometric realization of a simplicial space

D using the spectral sequences of Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.5, though they are hard to

use in the actual computation ofhomotopy groups. The difficulty lies in finding a simplicial

space that has a geometric realization of interest, that satisfies certain cofibrance conditions,

and has a tractable E2 term. The last condition requires that the levelwise spaces of D and

the face maps between them be tractable in homotopy. Finally, the higher differentials of

these spectral sequences are not understood at all.

Let T. be the category of pointed spaces, sC be the category of simplicial objects over

a category C, and skn- 1Xn and ckn-lXn be the skeleton and coskeleton construction on

X EsC.

Definition 2.1. A cellular simplicial space is a simplicial space with levelwise CW-

complexes and each degeneracy map is an inclusion of a subcomplex.

Definition 2.2 ([DKS93, 3.3]). A map in sT, will be called an E2 cofibration if it is a retract

of an S'-free map, where a map X --+ Y E sT, is called S -free if, for every n > 0, there

exist

i. A CW-complex Zn E T, which has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres Si

(i > 1), and



2. A map Z, --+ Y, E T, such that the induced map

(Xn I_ skn-lYn) I Zn -- Yn ET
skn-lXn

is a trivial cofibration.

Theorem 2.3 ([Sto9o, Theorem 3.4]). There is a first quadrant spectral sequence, functorial in
cellular simplicial spaces Y., converging strongly to the homotopy groups of the realization r,* AY., and
such that E2  = 7rp7qY..

By taking the E2 cofibrant replacement of a constant simplicial pointed connected CW-
complex X, Stover constructs a cellular simplicial space V.X whose geometric realization is
homotopy equivalent to X. Levelwise, V.X is a wedge of spheres and depends only on mrX,
so V.X can be thought of as a simplicial resolution of X by spheres. Since the geometric
realization of V.X V V.Y is homotopy equivalent to X V Y, there is a spectral sequence
[Sto9o, I.I] converging to 7r (X V Y), but whose E2 term depends only on the groups
7, X and , rY. However, it is unclear how to extend this idea to construct the simplicial
resolution by spheres of C using f and f.

Definition 2.4 ([Ree, Theorem A]). A map X --+ Y in sC is said to be a Reedy cofibration
(with respect to a chosen model structure on C) if for all n, the map

Xn skn-lYn - Yn
skn- 1Xn

is a cofibration in C. The Reedy cofibrant replacement of a constant space has levelwise

spaces that are somewhat unwieldy. The factorization of a map X --+ Y into a Reedy

cofibration X - Z followed by a trivial Reedy fibration Z --+ Y is defined inductively: Zn
is a space that factors

Xn Vskn-lXn skn-lZn Zn

ckn- 1Zn xckl Yn Yn.

In sT,, E2 cofibrant objects are Reedy cofibrant.

Theorem 2.5 ([DKS95, Proposition 8.3]). For Reedy cofibrant X E sT,, there is afirst quadrant

spectral sequence with E2 = 7rirjX, converging strongly to r I Xbl



Rector showed that the EMSS is a spectral sequence of modules over the Steenrod algebra,
but the dual approach gives a homotopy spectral sequence with d2, a map of H-algebras,
being the boundary map in the spiral exact sequence. Of course, rationally, H-algebras are
merely Lie algebras.

2.2 The bar construction

The bar construction on a pushout (Equation I.I) yields a simplicial space that is levelwise

a wedge of A, X, and Y, making the El and d' easy to write down rationally and the

calculation of the E2 term tractable. This analysis is the basis of Chapter 4.

Definition 2.6. Given a pushout square in Equation I.I, we define the pointed simplicial
space D to be

D(X, A,Y)n =XV A1 V A2 V ... V AnVY (2.I)

where Ai are copies of A. The face maps do : Dn --+ Dn-1 are:

XVA 1

(1,f){

X

A2 V .. V An VY

id{

A1 V . V An-1VY

(2.2)

The face maps di : D n --+ Dn- 1 for 0 < i < n are:

XVA 1 V .. V Ai-1 Ai V Ai+l Ai+2 V.. VAn V Y

XV A 1 V. V Ai-1

The face maps dn : )n --+ Dn-1 are:

XV A1 V.. V An- 1

idV

X V A1 V ---V An- 1

The degeneracy maps si : Vn -+ Vn+1 for 0 < i < n are:

XVAV...Vv Ai

id

XVAjv..vVAi

idl
V---V

(2.3)

An- 1 VY

AnVY

(gY)l

Y

(2.4)

Ai+1iV...V AnVY

Ai+2 V ... VAn+1 V Y



Since D is a 1-skeleton, its geometric realization is homeomorphic to the geometric

realization of its 1-truncation D( l ) . Notice that none of these properties depends on f or g.

To see that we get X UA x {0} (A x I) UA x {1} Y. observe that so collapses (X V A) x I

to X V (A x I), do identifies A x {0} to Y via g and dI identifies A x {1} to X via f.

Suppose A, X, and Y are wedges of spheres. Then D is clearly cellular. Furthermore, D(1)

is E2 and Reedy cofibrant, and therefore so is D.

The bar construction D(X, *, Y) is the constant simplicial space with X V Y levelwise,

and using En to denote the terms of the associated EMSS, we get 20,*= c*, (X V Y) and

-n,, = 0 for n > 0. Then the map of pushout diagrams

Y +--*--X

Y +-- A ---+ X

gives a map E00 -+ E' coinciding with 7T,(X V Y) -+ 7, C. So Eo0 is the image of

7r,(X V Y) in 7r C.

There are several ways to view the bar construction of Definition 2.6, some of which are

specialized to the case ofa cofiber sequence, i.e. Y = *. Checking that the simplicial spaces

constructed below are all isomorphic is not difficult.

2.2.1 Geometric cobar construction

Let T/B be the category of spaces over B, whose objects are morphisms from spaces to B and

whose morphisms are commuting triangles. But since X X B Y is a product in this category,

X xBY ......... X (2.5)

Y 9 B

the geometric Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence can be thought of as a Kiinneth theorem

in T/B [Smi69]. By applying Eckmann-Hilton duality, we reverse the solid arrows in (2.5)
and get a pushout square:

X UA Y ......... X (2.6)

fgY 9 A



so a "co-Kiinneth" theorem in (A/T)OP could conceivably converge to the homotopy of

the pushout. Because arrows have been reversed, we have an approach that can be thought

of as the Eckmann-Hilton dual of Rector's geometric cobar construction: the treatment of

Equation 2.5 using cosimplicial techniques in [Rec7o] may be translated to a treatment of

Equation 2.6 using simplicial techniques, injective resolutions become projective resolutions,
and so on. (The other dual to Rector's geometric cobar construction is the geometric bar

construction on H-spaces. The latter construction will have an Eckmann-Hilton dual on

co-H-spaces.)

The geometric cobar construction on Equation 2.5 is a cosimplicial space C(X, B, Y)

whose totalization is homeomorphic to the pullback X X B Y. The Eckmann-Hilton dual

of this construction on Equation 2.6 is the simplicial space D(X, A, Y) whose geometric

realization is homeomorphic to X UA Y. Recalling that the diagonal map A : A -4 A x A

is dual to the fold map V : A V A --+ A, we get the face and degeneracy maps of D(X, A, Y)

by dualizing coface and codegeneracy maps of C(X, B, Y).

2.2.2 Dold-Kan correspondence

The Dold-Kan correspondence is a way to construct a simplicial abelian group associated to

a chain complex. But suppose we have a "chain complex" X of pointed topological spaces

dn dlS---+ * • Xn 4 Xn-1 -- + . - Xl Xo

where dj o dj_ 1 is not just nullhomotopic but trivial. Then we get a simplicial pointed

topological space by following the Dold-Kan construction.

Let A be the simplicial category whose objects are totally ordered sets [n] = {0, 1, ... , n}

for n > 0, and whose morphisms are order-preserving maps. Then we construct a pointed
simplicial space D associated to X where

Di = H U(XH),
o<j<n 7

with qy ranging over surjective maps [i] -+ [']. To specify the map D i -+ Di, corresponding
to a map a : [i'] --* [i], we consider its action on (Xj),, q : [i] -+ [j]. Let the unique



epi-monic factorization of o a be

[i'] f [i]

Ifj' = j then a takes (Xj)q to (Xj),, identically. If j' = - 1 and a' is the inclusion

{0,...,j - 1} + {0,...,j}, then a takes (Xj)q to (Xj-l)•, via dj. Otherwise, a0 takes

(Xj)q to the basepoint in Di,.

To understand the geometric realization of the resulting simplicial space D, let M(f) be

the mapping cone of f, and let in-1 be the map M(dn) --+ Xn- 2 and inductively define

di : M(di+l) ---+ Xi-1, 0 < i < n- 1.

Then IDI is homeomorphic to the mapping cone M(dl) of the map •1 : M(d2 ) -+ Xo. If

we shift the chain complex up in dimension by one, the resulting simplicial space will have

geometric realization homeomorphic to LIDI.
Notice that any map f : A - X vacuously lies in the complex

S. ---- , * ---* A -~-f X

with A in dimension I and X in dimension o, and the associated simplicial pointed topo-

logical space is isomorphic to D in Definition 2.6 with Y = ,. Its geometric realization is

then M(f).

2.2.3 Coproducts in sT,

Let CA = (A[1] 0 A)/(Ao[1] 0 A) E sT, as in [DKS95, i.5(ii), 3.6(i)]. Then |CAI is

homeomorphic to the cone on A, and there is an E2 Reedy cofibration A -+ CA where A

is regarded as a constant simplicial space. Since • -- • -- is a Reedy category, and if f is a

cofibration, the diagram

CAe A c ---- X

is Reedy cofibrant and we can take the colimit levelwise, giving exactly D(X, A, ,).



2.3 The E2 term

When g : A -- Y is of the form i : A -- A V W, the pushout becomes quite simple:

fA 1

AVW --- XVW

and as Lie algebras under rT, A, the map

h : 7r*X H 7r*Y --+ 7*(X UA Y)
7rA

is an isomorphism. We want to use these objects i : A -- A V W as models to resolve an

arbitrary map g : A -- Y. This resolution will the analogue of a free resolution, and as with

free resolutions in other categories, it will be a measure of how close h is to an isomorphism

when g : A -- Y is not a model. These models are free if we consider the adjoint pair

G
A/T ' T [F(X), A -> Y]A/T - [X,G(A -- Y)]T

F

with the forgetful functor G taking f : A -- X to X and the free functor F taking X to

i : A -- A V X. The composite F o G yields a cotriple and therefore a simplicial resolution

of an object in A/T. Applying this construction to g : A -- Y, we get a free resolution

and a simplicial space under A whose geometric realization is Y. This is the one-sided bar
construction. We can then take the coproduct levelwise with f : A -- X to get D. So we
get

Ep,q = 7rprqD = Lp(- U 7rqY)(7rqX) == 7rp+q(X UA Y),
7with the map qA

with the map 7, (X V Y) -- 7r*C factoring through h.



Chapter 3

Bases of free Lie algebras

No linear basis of free Lie algebras is as simple as the monomial basis of polynomial rings;

after all, the Jacobi identity implies that no basis is closed under the Lie bracket, and unlike

multiplication in polynomial rings, the Lie bracket of two non-zero elements can be zero.

However, the Lyndon-Shirshov linear basis [CFL58, Sir58] has a rich combinatorial structure

that makes the combinatorics of the Lie bracket tractable enough to define the Gr6bner-

Shirshov basis of a Lie ideal [Sir62], the Lie analogue of the Gr6bner basis of a polynomial

ideal.

We first describe the construction of the more general Hall-Viennot basis in 53.1, and

then detail the combinatorial structure particular to the Lyndon-Shirshov basis in §3.2, and

use it to construct Grbbner-Shirshov bases in 53.3.

3.I Hall-Viennot bases

Hall-Viennot bases generalize constructions due to M. Hall [Halso] and A. Shirshov [Sir58],
and are sometimes called Hall bases or Hall-Shirshov bases.

Let X a set of ungraded indeterminates and F(X) be the free magma on X, writing (u, v)

for the non-associative product of u and v. Magma elements correspond in an obvious way

to rooted full planar binary trees whose leaves are labeled by indeterminates, and so we will

refer to them as such. If a tree t is not a leaf, then t = (u, v) for unique left and right subtrees
u and v.

Definition 3.1. A pre-Hall-Viennot set is a subset H C F(X) with a total order -<H
satisfying:

I. XC H,

2. A tree h = (u, v) E T(X) is in H if and only if the following hold:



(a) u, v E H,

(b) u >H V,

(c) If u = (u', u") then u" = v or u" -H V.

Let L(X) be the free Lie algebra on graded indeterminates X and ' : F(X) -+ L(X)

be the natural map taking (u, v) to [u, v]. Then the above conditions make p injective on

H and the image (p(H) linearly independent: given x, y, z E H, (2b) implies that not both

[x, y] and [y, x] are in p(H), and (2c) implies not all [x, [y, z]], [y, [z, x]], and [z, [x, y]] are

in p(H). The only issue is whether p(H) spans L(X).

Definition 3.2. A Hall-Viennot order on a subset H C F(X) is a total order -<H such

that

U, v, (u,v) E H =>. (u,v) -H u. (3.1)

A pre-Hall-Viennot set is a Hall-Viennot set if -<H is a Hall-Viennot order. Elements of a

Hall-Viennot set are called Hall-Viennot trees.

Theorem 3.3 ([Vie78, Theorem 1.2]). Given a pre-Hall- Viennot set H C F(X), p(H) is a

linear basis ofL(X) ifand only ifH is a Hall- Viennot set. In this case, the restriction : H - L(X)

is an injection, so gp(H) is ordered by -H.

Let A(X) be the free monoid on X. An element of A(X) is called a word, and the

product of u, v E A(X) is denoted by concatenation as uv. There is a natural map Z-

F(X) -+ A(X) that is the identity on indeterminates and sends (u, v) --* O; we call tthe

foliage of the tree t.

Theorem 3.4 ([Vie78]). For a Hall- Viennot set H, the map - is injective on H.

Now suppose X is a set of positively-graded indeterminates. For a Hall-Viennot set
H C T(X), the elements of p (H) remain linearly independent in the free graded Lie algebra

L(X), but do not necessarily form a basis as Lie squares can be non-zero but are excluded
from pre-Hall-Viennot sets by (2b) in Definition 3.1. But clearly with super-Hall-Viennot
trees H' = H U { (h, h) I h odd}, we get that cp(H') is a linear basis of L(X). We do not
extend the order <H to H' here, but will do so in the next section for super-Lyndon-Shirshov
trees.



3.2 Lyndon-Shirshov bases

3.2.1 Construction

Let X be a positively graded set with a fixed total order <. From this order we get the

lexicographical order < on A(X) by declaring that x < 1 for all x E X. Here, a word is

smaller than its proper prefixes, so given any H C F(X) on which - is injective, the order

-H defined by
U--HV -• U < V

is a Hall-Viennot order.

Definition 3.5 (cf. Definition 3.1). A tree t E F(X) is a Lyndon-Shirshov tree if t E X

or, writing t = (u, v):

I. Both u and v are Lyndon-Shirshov trees,

2. i > 6, and

3. If u = (u', u") then u" = " or u" K '.

Theorem 3.6 ([CFL58]). The map - is injective on the set H of Lyndon-Shirshov trees, and forms

a Hall-Viennot set with - H.

A Lyndon-Shirshov word is the foliage of a LS tree, and a Lyndon-Shirshov mono-
mial is a Lie monomial of the form Cp(t), where t is a LS tree.

Corollary 3.7. Lyndon-Shirshov trees, monomials, and words are in bijection with each

other under p and -.

Given a word in A(X), we can check if it is Lyndon-Shirshov, and construct its associated

LS tree.

Theorem 3.8 ([CFL58]). A non-trivial word w E A(X) is a Lyndon-Shirshov word if and only

if w > ba for every non-trivial factorization w = ab. If w = ab is a non-trivial factorization such

that such that b is the longest proper suffix of w that is again an LS word, then the LS tree associated

to w is the product of the LS trees associated to a and b.

Example 3.9. Let w = xzyzz. Then wi = xz and w2 = yzz. We further split w2 into

w2 = yZ * Z, so [[x, z], [[y, z], z]] is the LS monomial associated to w.

Corollary 3.0o. Let ml and m2 be super-LS monomials with mi > m2. Then though

p = [ml, m2] may not be a super-LS monomial, we have p" = mim 2 .



The super-Hall-Viennot trees in this case are called super-Lyndon-Shirshov trees.
The foliage of a super-LS tree is called a super-Lyndon-Shirshov word, and its image
under (p is called a super-Lyndon-Shirshov monomial.

Corollary 3.11. Super-LS trees, monomials, and words are in bijection under P and -
The lexicographical order on super-LS objects is therefore well-defined, and respects the
lexicographical order < on LS objects. Lexicographical orders are in bijection with total
orders on X, and give get ordered linear bases of L(X).

Super-LS monomials are a basis for a free graded Lie algebra, so with any order on
super-LS monomials, a non-zero element p E L(X) can be written p = AoT + p', where

p' = E Aimi and T and mi are super-LS monomials and P > mi. Notice that any order <
on super-LS monomials yields a partial order on L(X), which we denote again by <.

Definition 3.12. The super-LS monomial p is the leading monomial ofp , its associated
super-LS word is called the leading word of p and is written ý. The second-leading
monomial of p, if p' is nonzero, is the leading monomial of p'.

We emphasize that while "monomials" and "words" are not necessarily super-Lyndon-
Shirshov, leading monomials and words are. We extend this notation to commutative poly-
nomials.

3.2.2 Bracketings

We describe here the properties of super-Lyndon-Shirshov monomials that make them suit-
able for the construction of Grdbner-Shirshov bases.

Definition 3.13. Let Fn(X) be the set of trees in F(X U {11, 12,...,1n}) such that for

1 < j • n, there is exactly one leaf labeled ti. We interpret t E Fn(X) as a map t :
F(X)n -- F(X) where t(sl,... ,sn) is the tree obtained from t by replacing tj with sj. We

will use t again to denote the multilinear map L(X) n - L(X) where t(sl,...,sn) is the
image oft under the map L(X U {11, 2,..., n}) --+ L(X) that takes X to X identically and
t i to si.

Lemma 3.14. Let u, v1,... , n be super-LS trees. If the words Fj occur as disjoint subwords in i-,
then there exists a tree t E In (X) such that the leading monomial of Pc(t(v,. .. , vj)) E L(X) is
the leading monomial of c(u).

Proof The proof when n = 1 [MZ95, Lemma 7.1] is easily generalized. O



Definition 3.15. Let w be a super-LS word, and p E L(X) such that 5 is a subword ofw.

Ifw = ý, we define [w]p = p. Otherwise, let u and v be the super-LS trees associated to w

and j. Let t be as in Definition 3.13, and t' : L(X) --+ L(X) be the multiple of y(t) such

that t'(v) is monic. Then we define [w]p = t'(p).

Notice that [w]p depends on the choice of t, but we do not indicate it.

Lemma 3.16 ([MZ95, Lemma 5.22]). Let el, e2, e3 E A(X) be non-trivial and not all equal.

If ele2 and e2e3 are super-LS words, then ele2e3 is also a super-LS word.

3.3 Grobner-Shirshov bases

Gr6bner-Shirshov bases, like Gr6bner bases, are computed with respect to a choice of a linear

basis and an order on that basis. We use super-LS monomials with a monomial order:

Definition 3.17. A monomial order < on super-LS monomials is a total order satisfying

I. The order < is a well-order, to guarantee the termination of the reduction algorithm

in Definition 3.18,

2. LC(p, q), < w, from Definition 3.28, for the Composition Lemma (Theorem 3.34)
to hold, and

3. If [ml, m2] and [ml, m3] are super-LS monomials, then [ml, m2] < [m1, m 3] if and

only if m 2 < m 3 , as in Corollary 3.11.

We note that lexicographical order < as defined in Corollary 3.11 and the monomial

orders constructed in Theorem 4.5 do not satisfy the first condition, which is needed to

guarantee the termination of the reduction algorithm in Definition 3.18. For example, the

sequence

{ [x, y], [[x, y], y], [[[x, y], y], y], . . .}C L(x, y)

is decreasing. One solution is to modify < so that it respects total degree, such as deglex or

degrevlex in the commutative case. But we consider only Lie ideals generated by homoge-

neous elements, and there are only finitely many super-LS monomials of a given degree, so

this issue becomes irrelevant.

Definition 3.18. Let A be a free Lie algebra or polynomial ring. A reduction algorithm
for an ideal I E A is one that given f E A, will either

I. Conclude that f ý I, or



2. Produce an element f' E A such that f' < f and f E I if and only if f' E I.

For both free Lie algebras and polynomial rings, the reduction algorithm will rely on the
computation of an element h = f - f' E I with the same leading term as f. (If no such
h exists, we conclude f ý I.) Gr6bner and Gr6bner-Shirshov bases, then, characterize the
leading terms of elements in a finitely-generated ideal.

We get an algorithm to determine ideal membership by iterating the reduction algorithm.
That this process terminates is guaranteed by the decreasing sequence condition above. We
are otherwise not interested in the computational feasibility of these algorithms, but instead
use them to understand intersections of Lie ideals.

Let (S) be the ideal generated by the elements of S. We write (s) for ({s}).

3.3.1 Commutative bases

We sketch here the ideas of Gr6bner bases in order to draw parallels to the ideas of Gr6bner-
Shirshov bases. Let k[X] be a polynomial ring with the monomial basis and a degree-
respecting monomial order such as deglex or degrevlex. Considering the idea of a reduction
algorithm, a natural definition is:

Definition 3.19 (cf. Definition 3.26). Given f, g k[X] non-zero, we say that g reduces
f if there exists h E (g) such that the leading terms of f and h are equal. The difference
f - h is called a reduction of f by g.

We have that a reduction f - h is in (g) if and only if f is in (g). and since we are using
a monomial order, every reduction of f is smaller than f. Of course, determining whether
a polynomial reduces another is easy.

Proposition 3.20 (cf. Definition 3.26). Let f, g E k[X] be non-zero. Then g reduces f if and
only if the leading monomial of g is a factor of the leading monomial off. The leading term of h in
Definition 3.19 is determined by the leading terms off and g, and h is otherwise arbitrary.

Clearly, g reduces every element of (g), but reducibility is more complicated with ideals
generated by more than one element. For example, if a multiple of gi happens to have the
same leading term as a multiple of g2, their difference, which is in (gi, g2), may not be
reducible by gi or g2. It is easy to show, though, that for ml and m2 monomials, mlgl +
m292 is reducible by at least one of g, g2, and S(gl, g2).

Definition 3.21 (Buchberger S-polynomials, cf. Definition 3.28). Let f,g E k[X] be
monic. The S-polynomial of f and g is defined to be

m m
S(f,g) = f- m g

f g



where m is the least common multiple of the leading monomials of f and g.

To a unique notion of remainder, we choose h to be precisely that leading term described

in Proposition 3.20.

Definition 3.22. When g reduces f, we declare S(f, g) to be the (unique) reduction of

f by g.

We can think of m as the smallest monomial that can be reduced by both f and g, and

S(f, g) is the difference in reductions. We will also see S(f, g) as an element in (f, g) but

not necessarily reducible by f and g.

Definition 3.23 (cf. Definition 3.31). Let f E k[X] and B C k[X]. We say that f reduces

to f' modulo B if there exists bi E B and fi E k[X] such that fo = f, fn = f', and

f'+1 = S(fi,bi).

Definition 3.24 (cf. Definition 3.32). Given an ideal I C k[X], a Grobner basis B C I of

I is a set such that for every f C I there exists b e B that reduces f.

Any ideal I is trivially a Grdbner basis of itself, but what we really want is a small Gr6bner

basis to make the ideal membership algorithm computationally tractable. The generators

G = {gl,...,gn} may not be a Gr6bner basis of I = (G). A basic result of Gr6bner

theory is that for f E I, we can construct-starting with the generators G and using only

the Buchberger S construction-an element g E I that reduces f. Therefore anything that
is closed under S is a Grdbner basis.

Theorem 3.25 (cf. Theorem 3.34). The set B C k[X] is a Grdbner basis of (B) if and only if

for every bl, b2 E B, the Buchberger S-polynomial S(bl, b2 ) reduces to zero modulo B.

33.32 Lie compositions

Given p, q E L, it is unclear how to construct (if possible) an element r E (q) such that
T = T, so a direct translation of Definition 3.19 and Proposition 3.20 to free Lie algebras
is difficult. (The commutative case is of course trivial by Proposition 3.20.) Some cases are
trivial, such as when 4 is a submonomial of T. But the leading monomials of (q) may not
have 4 as a submonomial in two ways. (Again, the commutative case is much simpler: the
leading monomial of a product is the product of the leading monomials.)

I. While commutative monomials are closed under multiplication, the product of two
LS monomials is not necessarily another LS monomial. For example, the element

[[x,y],z] = [x, [y,z]] + [[x,z],y] E ([x,y]) has leading monomial [x, [y,z]], of
which [x, y] is not a submonomial.



2. The product of two super-LS monomials may be zero, e.g. if q E L(X) has a leading

monomial that is a LS square q = [r, r], then the leading monomial of [r, q] will be the

leading monomial of [r, q'], where q' is the second-leading monomial (Definition 3.12)

ofq.

In fact, the leading monomials of (q) can depend on every term of q, not just its leading

monomial. We do have a partial answer from Lemma 3.14:

Definition 3.26 (cf. Definition 3.19, Proposition 3.20). Let p, q E L(X) be monic. If is a

subword of f, we shall say that q reduces p. Writing w = j, we call p - [w]q a reduction

of p by q.

Notice that the above condition is easy to check, and that by Definition 3.15, [W]q can

be chosen to have the be of the form t'(q). These two properties are crucial in Lemma 3.14.
For convenience, we add

Definition 3.27. Let U C L(X) be any subset. We say that U reduces p e L(X) if there

exists q E U such that q reduces p, i.e. is a subword of F.

We will see in Corollary 3.36 that the converse is true when the leading monomial of q

is not a square. Otherwise, let q = [x, x] + y. Then q does not reduce [x, q] = [x, y] E (q)

as xx is not a subword of xy.

The Buchberger S-polynomial S(f, g) can be thought of as the difference in reductions

of the smallest monomial reducible by both f, g k [X]. The Lie analogue, called the Lie

composition, is also constructed as the difference of two reductions. The elements p, q E

L(X) will both reduce an element m E L(X) if and only if ý and both appear as subwords

in w = m. We are interested in two particular cases:

I. With p = ele2 and q = e2e3 as in Lemma 3.16, as subwords in the LS word w =

ele2e3, or

2. The word q appears in the super-LS word w = p.

These two cases correspond to

Definition 3.28 (cf. Definition 3.21, [BKLM9 9 ]). Let p, q E L = L(X) be monic.

i. If there exists el, e2, e3 as above such that w = pfe3 = eli, then we define a compo-
sition of intersection (with respect to w) to be

LC(p,q)w = [w]p - [W]q.



This composition depends on the choice of [w] and [w]q, though we do not explicitly

indicate it. The elements p and q may therefore have more than one composition of

intersection.

2. If there exists a, b E A(X) such that w = p" = aq-b, then we define a composition

of inclusion to be

LC(p,q)w = [w]p - [W]q = p - [W]q.

This composition depends on the choice of a (and hence b), and [w]q, though we do

not explicitly indicate it. The elements p and q may therefore have more than one

composition of inclusion.

An element of LC(p, q)w is called a Lie composition of p and q.

Example 3.29. Let p = [[x,z], [y, [y,z]]] + 2[[[[x,z],z],y],y] and q = [[x,z],y] +

[[x,z],z]. Then the composition of inclusion LC(p,q)xzyyz exists. Lemma 3.I4 implies

that t = (*, (y, z)), and we have

[xZYyZ]q = t'(q) = [q, [y, z]
= [[x, z], [y, [y, z]+ [[[x,, [y, z]], + [[[xz],z], [y, z]]

LC(p, q)xzyyz = p - [XZyy]q

= -[[[x, z], [y, z]],y] + 2[[[[x, z], z], y],y] - [[[x, z],z], [y,z]].

Example 3.30. Let p = [[x, z], y] and q = [y, [y, z]]. Both p and q reduce the LS monomial

[[x, z], [y, z]]], so with w = xzyyz, the composition of intersection LC(p, q)w exists.

The unlabeled tree associated to [w]p is (*, (y, z)), and the unlabeled tree associated to [w]q
is ((x,z), *). Then LC(p, q)w = [p, [y, z]] - [[x, z],q] = [[[x,z], [y, z]], y].

3-3-3 Lie bases

Recall that the defining feature of commutative Gr6bner bases is its closure under S, where S

is a way of constructing elements with "new" leading terms. Similarly, the Lie composition

is essentially the only way to construct elements of (B) that are not reduced by some b E B.

Recall that 5 is the inclusion of a free Lie algebra into its universal enveloping algebra.

Definition 3.31 (cf. Definition 3.23). Let p,q E L(X) and B C L(X). We say that

p - q mod (B, w) if 6(p - q) can be written

b(p - q) = /iaijb(bi)ci E Q(X)



with Ai E Q, ai, ci E A(X), and ai5(bi)ci < w lexicographically.

Definition 3.32 (cf. Theorem 3.25). A set B C L(X) is a Gr6bner-Shirshov basis if for all

p, q E B, every Lie composition of intersection satisfies LC(p, q), 0 mod (B, w), and

if p $ q, the Lie composition of inclusion does not exist.

Proposition 3.33. Let {Pi } C L(X) have distinct leading monomials that are all indeterminates.

Then Pi } is a Grobner-Shirshov basis.

Proof. By Definition 3.28, there are no Lie compositions of intersection, and a Lie compo-

sition of inclusion LC(pi, pj) exists only if Pi = Pj. U

Checking whether p - 0 mod (B, w) for arbitrary p, B, and w is difficult. However,
this difficulty is not an issue when constructing a GS basis: we simply start with the gener-

ators of an ideal and add all possible Lie compositions. At the same time, we may discard

compositions that reduce to zero, since if q reduces p, then p = LC(p, q)ý mod ({q}, ý).

Theorem 3.34 (Composition Lemma, [BKLM99, Lemma 2.5], cf. Definition 3.24). IfB C

L(X) is a Grobner-Shirshov basis, then for every p E (B) there exists b E B that reduces p.

Corollary 3.35. Let I C L(X) be an ideal with Gr6bner-Shirshov basis S C L(X). Then

I reduces p E L(X) if and only if S reduces p.

If the leading monomial of q E L(X) is not a square, then by Theorem 3.8 no compo-

sition of intersection LC(q, q)w exists. Therefore {q} is a Gr6bner-Shirshov basis, and we

have

Corollary 3.36. Let q E L(X) have a leading monomial that is a Lyndon-Shirshov mono-

mial. Then q reduces any element p E (q), i.e. " is a subword of P.



Chapter 4

Inert and non-inert pushouts

We work rationally in this chapter. All Lie algebras and indeterminates are graded, and all

wedges of spheres are simply-connected and finite; a generalization to the locally-finite case
is easy. We consider throughout this chapter the spectral sequence of Theorem 2.5 for the
bar construction.

Let B(X) be a wedge of spheres, indexed by the elements of X, of dimension one greater
than the dimensions of the indeterminates in X. Writing 7r, with an implied dimension
shift for the functor from spaces to Lie algebras with the Samelson product, we have a natural
isomorphism 7r,(B(X)) - L(X).

Definition 4.I. The pushout diagram

B(A) f--) B(X) (4.1)

B(Y) ............ C

is inert if the map L(X) V L(Y) -* ,C is surjective, or equivalently, considering the edge
homomorphism, E' ,, = 0 for n > 0. The diagram is sharp inert if E 2, = 0 for n > 0.

Notice that we reusing the names A, X, and Y from Equation I.I.
The goal of this chapter is to understand when the above diagram is inert or sharp inert.

4.1 The bar construction

Recall from Definition 2.6 that

Dn = B(X) V B(A1)V ... V B(An) V B(Y)



so the El term is a simplicial graded Lie algebra which is levelwise free:

El,, = r (Dn) = L(X U A 1 U -...U An U Y). (4.2)

We write f = r,*f : L(A) -Q L(X), g = r,*g : L(A) -+ L(Y), A = {al,...,ad},

fj = f(aj), and gj = g(aj). Since Ai is a copy of A, we write A i = {ai,1,...,ai,d} to be

explicit. For face maps dk : E1,, -* Eln-1,, we have

(fj - al,j) i= 0
ker di = (ai - ai+,j) 0 < i < n (4.3)

(an,j - gj) i = n.

We can compute E2 = 7t,7c,*D by considering El as a simplicial graded vector space. By

the Dold-Kan correspondence, E2 = H (C, a), where C is a bigraded chain complex with

Cn = ker d n ... n ker dn C El,, with differential a = do. We use the theory of Gr6bner-

Shirshov bases to characterize ker dk. But unlike commutative Gr6bner bases for polynomial

rings, given Gr6bner-Shirshov bases of Lie ideals I and J, it is not known how to find a

Gr6bner-Shirshov basis of I n J.

4.2 Monomial orders

Let W C X and p E L(X) nonzero. We fix an order on X, and let M be the set ofsuper-LS

monomials in L(X) or the set of super-LS words in A(X).

Definition 4.2. The W-count of m E M is the number of times an indeterminate of W

occurs in m, and the W-weight of m is the cumulative degree of those occurrences. An

element p has leading W-count n (resp. leading W-weight n) if T has W-count (resp.

W-weight) n, and p has W-count n if p is a linear combination of super-LS-monomials of

W-count n. We denote the preorders on M induced by W-count and W-weight by ctW

and wtw .

Definition 4.3. A preorder P respects a preorder R if m l <R m2 implies mi !p m 2.

Definition 4.4. Given preorders P and Q on M, we define the preorder PQ as follows:

mi < m2 if and only if ml <p m2 and one of the following holds:

I. m2 iP m 1, or

2. m2 <p mi and mi :5Q m2.



Let T be the lexicographical order on M (Corollary 3.1I). We construct monomial orders
(Definition 3.17) needed in Theorem 4.22 and Theorem 4.37.

Theorem 4.5 ([MZ95]). Let -P be the preorder opposite to P. Let Wi C X be disjoint, and let
Pi be either ctw i or wtW i. Then the total order (-P1 ) ... (-Pn)T is a monomial order on L(X).

4.3 Intersections of Lie ideals

Let I = {I0,..., In } be a sequence of ideals in L(X), not necessarily distinct. Let Si C
L(X) be the Gr6bner-Shirshov basis of Ii.

Definition 4.6. Let [II = 1n ... In C L(X) be the ideal generated by elements

t(pi,..., Pn) for t E In(X), Pi E Ii.

Note that the ideals (a) n (b) n (c), ((a) F (b)) n (c), and (a) n ((b) Fn (c)) are all

different in L(a, b, c).

Corollary 4.7. Let p, q1,... , qn E L(X) and each if occur as disjoint subwords in 5. Then

n (qi) reduces p, that is, there exists an element q E n (qi) such that T = 4.

Proof Let u and vi be the super-LS trees associated to ý and ij respectively. By Lemma 3.14,
there is a tree t E n (X) such that the leading monomial of <p(t(vi,... , n)) is p. Then

by the third point in Definition 3-17, the leading monomial of t(qi,... ,qn) E H (qi) is

again p. O

Proposition 4.8. Iff is a surjective Lie algebra map, then f (f _) = f f (1).

Definition 4.9. The sequence I is orthogonal if I 2 = H-I. If the ideals I are distinct,
we will simply say that I1,..., In are orthogonal.

For example, the ideals (a), (b) C L(a, b) are orthogonal, as (a) n (b) and (a) F (b)
have a linear basis of super-LS monomials with positive a-count and b-count. On the other
hand, the sequence { (a), (a) } C L(a, b) is not orthogonal as a ' (a) F (a).

Definition 4.Io. We say that I is incomposable (with respect to a monomial order) if the
Lie composition LC(p, q) does not exist for all p E Si, q E Sj, i / j.

While it is unclear whether a subsequence of an orthogonal sequence is again orthogonal,
a subsequence of an incomposable sequence is clearly again incomposable.

Proposition 4.11. IfI is incomposable, then I is orthogonal.



We do not know of any other method to determine when ideals are orthogonal.

Proof Let p E n Z \ fn have minimal leading monomial, so ý has subwords s for si E Si.
Since I is is incomposable, the subwords 9s appear in " without overlapping. Then I
reduces p by Corollary 4.7, contradicting its minimality. O

Definition 4.12. Let W C X. A subset U C L(X)\{0} is W-leading if i E L(W) for
all u E U. An ideal I C L(X) is W-closed if its Gr6bner-Shirshov basis is W-leading. The
leading indeterminates W of U is the smallest subset W C X such that U is W-leading.

Let Bi C X be the leading indeterminates of Si C L(X).

Corollary 4.13. If the sets Bj are pairwise disjoint, then the ideals I are incomposable, and
hence orthogonal.

4.4 Inert pushouts

Fix n > 0, and let Ii = ker di C El,,, and = { Io..., In }. When a monomial order is
specified, let S and Si be the Gr6bner-Shirshov bases of (fj) and Ii respectively.

Proposition 4.14. IfJ C I, then there is a monomial order making J incomposable, and therefore
J is orthogonal.

Proof. The subsequence of an incomposable sequence is again incomposable, so let J =

{I0,'" I k, ... In}. We use any monomial order that satisfies Ak > ... > A 1 > X and
Ak+1 > .."' > An > Y. By Proposition 3.33, the generators of ker di are already a
Gr6bner-Shirshov basis. So Ii is Ai+1-closed for i < k, and Ai-closed for i > k, and for
i 3y k, Then J is incomposable by Corollary 4-13. O

The failure of 2 to be orthogonal is exactly the E2 term.

Theorem 4.15. E2, = NI/n and E2, is the quotient ofL(X) V L(Y) by (fj - gy).

Proof. For clarity, we write dn for dk : Dn -- Dn-1. By the Dold-Kan correspondence,

E2 =n
n dn+1(ker dn+1 n ... n ker dn+)

Simplicial identities imply dn+ 1 (ker dn+l1) = ker dn, and we get

dn+l(ker dn+ n n ker dn+) = d n+ 1 (ker dn+ 1  n ker dn+1

= dn+1(ker dn+ 1) n... -n dn+ 1 (ker dn+1)Sker kern+ker

= kerdn n ... F1 kerd n.



Finally, E2  = L(X) V L(Y) /d'(kerdl). Since d' is surjective, we have d (kerdl) =

d'((al,j - gj)) = (d'(ai,j - gj)) = (fj - gj). O

Example 4.16 (cf. Example 4.24). Attaching a cell to a bouquet of two spheres via the
Whitehead product is an inert cell attachment, because the map Sm V Sn -• Sm x Sn is
surjective in rational homotopy. Corollary 4.35 implies that the cell attachment is sharp
inert, and hence E2 2= 0. Then ([xl, x2] - a) and (a) are orthogonal by Theorem 4.15.

Example 4.17 (cf. Example 4.25). We have [x, a] E ([x, x] - a) n (a) \ ([x, x] - a) n (a),
by Corollary 4.35 the cell attachment [It, t] : S3 -- S2 is not inert.

Corollary 4.I8. The E2 term has a vanishing line of slope mini aj|.

Proof For a homogeneous ideal I, let min I be the smallest integer such that there exists a
homogeneous element of that degree in I. Let I' = {I1,..., In}. Then

min -Z _ min -Z' = min H ' _ min' = n (min laji). O

The generators of ker do and ker dn motivates the following definition.

Definition 4.19. Let U = l,... , Un ) C L(X) be a sequence of homogeneous elements,
and tj be an indeterminate of the same degree as uj . We say that U is indeterminately
closed if the ideal

(Ul - 11,...,Un - In) C L(X U (q11,..., n})

is X-closed. We may say that a subset S C L(X) is indeterminately closed.

So {f } is indeterminately closed if and only if Io is X-closed.

Definition 4.20. A map f : L(A) -* L(X) is indeterminately closed if f is non-zero
and injective on A and f(A) C L(X) is an indeterminately closed subset.

Theorem 4.21. Let f be indeterminately closed, with g and Y arbitrary in Equation 4.1. Then
that pushout is sharp inert, and 7rC = E2, as Lie algebras.

Proof. Since f is indeterminately closed, there is a lexicographical order on X U A1 that
makes Io X-closed. We extend it to another lexicographical order satisfying X U A1 >
A 2 > ... > An > Y as in the proof of Proposition 4.14, so Ii is Ai-closed for i > 0, and

therefore I is incomposable. O

Let n = 1.



Theorem 4.22. Iff and g are injective, then E = 0.

Proof. Let T be a lexicographical order satisfying (X U Y) > A 1 . Instead of using T, we

use a monomial order that respects -wtAi, such as (-wtA ) T by Theorem 4.5. The maps

f and do agree on A 1 , so do is also injective on L(A 1). Let p E So, so p ý L(A 1). The

preorder -wtAi implies p V L(A 1 ). Therefore p contains an indeterminate from X, and

by Theorem 3.8, ýp begins with an indeterminate from X. Similarly, the leading word of any

q E S1 begins with an indeterminate from Y. Since X and Y are disjoint, neither LC(p, q)

nor LC(q, p) exist, so lo and Il are incomposable. 1O

Definition 4.23. A subset U C L(X)\{0} is incomposable if for all p, q E U, the Lie

composition LC(p, q) does not exist.

Clearly, an incomposable subset is both indeterminately closed and a Gr6bner-Shirshov

basis. The converses are not true.

Example 4.24 (cf. Example 4.16). The set S = {si} = {[X1 , X2]} C L(xl, X2 ) is indeter-

minately closed, because the Gr6bner-Shirshov basis of (sl - li) is {[xl, x 2 ] - ll, which

is { Xl, x2}-leading.

Example 4.25 (cf. Example 4.17). The set U = {ul} = {[x, x]} C L(x) is a Gr6bner-

Shirshov basis of ([x, x]), but is neither indeterminately closed nor incomposable, as the

composition of intersection LC(ul - 11, Ul - li) = [x, l1] exists and is in the Gr6bner-

Shirshov basis {[x, x], [x, il] } of (ul - tl) C L(x, 1i).

Example 4.26. Let X = {x,y,z} be indeterminates of even degree, pil = [x, [x,y]] +

[x, [x, z]] and p2 = [[x, y], y] + [[x, z], z] in L(X). Then S = {Pl, P2} is not incomposable

for any lexicographical order. For example, using the order x > y > z, the Lie composition

of intersection LC(pl, P2)xxyy exists.

We show that S is indeterminately closed by computing the Gr6bner-Shirshov basis of

S' = {PI - 11, P2 - 12}. We use the lexicographical order extending x > y > z > 11 > 12.

[Pi - 11Y] = [x, [[x, y],y]] I+ [x, [[x, z], y]] + [[x, y], [x, ]] + [Y 11]

[x, P2 - 12] = [X [[x, , y] + [X, [[X, Z], Z]] - [X, 12]

so the Lie composition of intersection P3 = LC(pl - 11, P2 - 12)xxyy is

P3 = [Pl - 11,y] - [X, P2 - 12]

= [x, [[x,],y]] - [x, [[x, ], ]] + [[x,y], [x,Z]] + [X, 12] [Y, 11].



Since no other Lie compositions exist in {Pi - 11, P2 - t2, P3}, it is a Grdbner-Shirshov

basis of (S'). So S is indeterminately closed.

Definition 4.27. A map f : L(A) -> L(X) is incomposable if f is non-zero and injective

on A and f(A) C L(X) is an incomposable subset.

By taking Y to be a point in Theorem 4.21, we get

Corollary 4.28. An indeterminately closed map is a sharp inert cell attachment.

An incomposable map is shown to be inert in [Ani82, Theorem 3.2]. This result is more

general in two ways. First, indeterminately closed maps are not necessarily incomposable, as

in Example 4.26. Second, Anick's result assumes a specific ordering on the words in A(X),
whereas we can use any ordering that allows us to define the compositions of inclusion and

intersection.

4.5 Differential-graded models

Though the homotopy groups 7rg = H.Ng of a simplicial graded Lie algebra g depend

only on g as a simplicial vector space, we can use the levelwise Lie brackets on g to construct

a global multiplication i-, -] on Ng that descends to 7rg. This product gives Ng the

structure of a differential graded Lie algebra whose the underlying chain complex is Tot Ng,
but most importantly, an element x E Ngp,s has degree p + s despite having degree s
in Ngp.

Using this multiplication, we establish a correspondence between certain bigraded dgLs

and simplicial graded Lie algebras, which will be a graded version of Quillen's correspondence

between dgLs and simplicial (ungraded) Lie algebras. Quillen's correspondence will be a
special case by considering a dgL as a bigraded dgL with second dimension o, with the

underlying chain complex Tot Ng = Ng as expected.

Let V and W be simplicial graded vector spaces.

Definition 4.29. The (graded) shuffle product : Vp 0 Wq --+ (V 0 W)p+q is the
linear extension of the map

xy Hy (- 1)qs E(p,V/) SvXS W, XE Vp,s, y E Wq,t.

Proposition 4.30.

1. The diferential d on NV respects the shuffle product with respect to total degree, i.e. for x E
NpV s, we have d(ý(x, y)) = ý(dx, y) + (-1)p+sý(x, dy).



2. The shufle product is associative, i.e. ý o (1 0 ) = o (9 0 1).

3. With usual sign conventions, the square

NpVs NqWt NW 0 NV

N(V 0 W) N(W 0 V)

commutes up to (_l)(p+s)(q+t)

4. The following square commutes,

NpVS ( NqW't Np+q(V 0 W)s+t

d®1+(-1)P+s*d{ }N(dvgdw)

(NV 0 NW)jt-i Np+q-1 (V 0 W)s + t
p+q-1

and the shuffle product ý descends to a map of bigraded chain complexes

S: NV 0 NW - N(V 0 W)

that is a chain homotopy equivalence..

Proof Since our definition of the shuffle product differs from Quillen's only in sign, these

claims follow easily from [Qui69, p. 220]. LO

Definition 4.31. The product [-, -D is the composition

-I - p 0 gq p+q (0 gp+q t p+q (4-4)

of the shuffle product ý with the Lie bracket map 3.

Proposition 4.32. The product i-, -0 turns Ng into a graded Lie algebra with respect to total

grading.



Proof, Since g is levelwise a graded Lie algebra, we have P o (1 + T) = 0. Then

x, y = (Np o ) (x 0 y)
= (N o o T)(y 0 x)
= (-1) xlyl (N/ o NT o ý)(y 0 x)

= (-1)IMx Y (N(ý o T) o ) (y 0 x)
= -(-1) II'IY(Np o 0)(y 0 x)

= -(-1) Ix-Yl[yx'].

By naturality of ý, we have (Nf 0 Ng) ao = o o (f 0 g). Writing w = x 0 y 0 z,

Ix, [y, zj]] = (N(P o (1 0 3)) o ý o (10 ))(w)

[z,f [x,yf] = (NP o 3 o (1 0 N/) o (1 0 ())(z 0 x 9 y)

= (Np o N(1 0 /) o ý o (10 ))(z 0 x 0 y)

= (N(p o (1 9 P)) o ý o (0 @ 1) o (T 0 1))(x 0 z 0 y)

(-1)IxlIzI(N3 o (10 ) o o (NT 1) o ( 1) o (10 T))(w)

= (-1)xl lzl(Np o (1 P ) o N(T 0 1) o ý o (9 1) o (1 9 T))(w)

= (-1)lxz 'zl(N(p o (10 3) o (T 9 1)) o ý o (10 o) o (1 0 T))(w)

= (-1) xlzl+lylz (N(p o (1 0/3) o (T 1)) oý o (1 0 NT) o (1 0 5))(w)

= (-1)|xlzý + Yl' z (N(p o (1 0/3) o (T 0 1)) o N(1 0 T) o 0 o (1 90 ))(w)

= (-1)X z+1Yz(N(p o (1 03) o (T @ 1) o (10 T)) o o (10 ))(w)

[[y, z, xflj = (-1)z Ixl+lYI x (N([ o (1 0 P) o (1 0 T) o (T @ 1)) o o (10 ))(w).

Since the Jacobi identity in g is

3 o (1 0/3) o (1 + (10 T) o (T 01) + (T@ 1) o (10 T)) = 0,

we immediately get the Jacobi identity in Ng. O

Let C be the two-cone associated to Equation 4.1 with Y = 0. The following is well-
known.

Theorem 4.33. The dgL

(L,df) = (L(X U EA),d/), df(X) = 0, df(caj) = fj
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is a dgL model of C, and 7r, C • H,(L, df ).

We can give this dgL a bigrading: an element x E X has bigrading (Ix ,0) and oraj

has bigrading ( fora, ). The differential, which has bigrading (0, -1), has grading -1 with
respect to total grading. Using the graded translation of [Qui69, §I.4, 5II.5], we get that

H, (L, df ) isomorphic to the homotopy of some levelwise free simplicial graded Lie algebra

g. The following can be verified directly:

Theorem 4-34. There is an isomorphism El .g.

Here, the Eis term refers to the EMSS withe generat(X, A,t E 2 and E survive, and by

Corollary 4.35. The Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence collapses at E2 for a cofiber se-
quence of wedges of spheres, and such a cofiber sequence is inert if and only if it is sharp
inert.

Proof. By the graded correspondence, the homology of the dgL model (L, df ) is isomorphic

to the rmg. But

E2 = 7r, E1  7r*gL--? H*(LI dr) 7r*C ,,: 7C,

so the spectral sequence collapses at E2 .  E

The EMSS does not collapse at E2 for the cofiber sequence S2 -- CP -- 54. Figure 4-

I shows E2,q for p < 5 and q _< 11, with a bullet indicating a single generator. Since
the cofiber is S4, we conclude that only the generators at E2  and E2 5 survive, and by
Corollary 4. I8 all the remaining indicated elements must be killed by d2.



4.6 Non-inert cell attachments

Let n > 0, Y = 0, and we retain the notation of §4-4. We use any monomial order

respecting (-ctA,) . . (-ctAn).

Definition 4.36. An element p E El,, is minimal if the following conditions hold:

i. p is in the Moore complex C, that is, p E Z,

2. S does not reduce p (Definition 3.27), and

3. P has Ai-count I for 1 < i n.

Theorem 4.37. If p is minimal, then p is not zero in E2 ,

Proof We give the proof when n = 2; the general case is similar. Suppose p is nullhomol-

ogous, that is, p E ['] = (fj - al,j) n (al,j - a2,) F (a2,j), and T has Ai-count I. We

show that S reduces p.

Recall that (S) = (fj) and Ai = {ai, }, and so p can be written as the sum of 2n = 4

elements

pl E (S) n (Al) n (A2) P3 E (Al) Fn (Al) n (A 2)

P2 E (S) n (A2) 1(A2 ) P4 e (Al) n1 (A2 ) n (A2).

No super-LS monomial in P2, P3, p4 has Ai-count I for all i. So p appears in Pl, and by the

monomial order, T = pT. But pi E (S), so S reduces pi and therefore p. O

Corollary 4.38. Two minimal elements have distinct leading monomials if and only if they

are non-homologous.

We now consider the case n = 1, which is of particular interest because E2 is trivial

if and only if the cell attachment is inert. Recall that So is the Gr6bner-Shirshov basis of

Io = ker do.

Proposition 4.39. Let the Lie algebra map h : L(X, A) --+ L(X) be the identity on X and zero

on A. Then S = h(So)\{0}.

Proof. This is trivial if we consider an algorithm to compute Gr6bner-Shirshov bases [MZ95,
Algorithm 22.1]. O

Theorem 4.4o. Ifp E So has leading Al-count 1, then p is minimal.



Proof. Since the monomial order respects -ctAi, we have p E (A 1) = II, so p E Io 0 II.

Now suppose q E S reduces p. By Proposition 4.39, there exists qo0 So such that h(qo) =

q. Since qo has leading A1-count o, we conclude that p #7 qo and qo reduces p, contradicting

Definition 3.24. O

Theorem 4.41. If f is not inert, then there exists an element of So with leading Al -count 1.

Proof. Let the (L,df) = (L(X U EA),df) be as in Theorem 4.33. By [Ani82, Theorem

2.9], there exists a non-nullhomologous homogeneous element q E L having A-count I,

corresponding via Theorem 4.34 to a nonzero element E1  that is non-nullhomologous and

has homogeneous A1 -count I.

By the above, there exists p be the smallest element in I that is non-nullhomologous

and has leading A1-count I. Since p E lo, there exists some so E So that reduces it. If

the leading monomial of So has A1-count o, then s = h(so) E S reduces p. So 9 and an

element of A 1 appear disjointly in ý, which by Corollary 4.7 contradicts the minimality of p.

Therefore so has Al-count positive, and since p has leading Al-count I, we conclude that

so E So has leading Al-count i. O

Combining the previous two theorems, we get

Corollary 4.42. The map f is inert if and only if no element of So has leading Al-count I.
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